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My exhibition consists of faces, frames and personalities. It is a meditation on the interaction between one’s projected and 
curated image and the more authentic self, themes which have been central to my work this year, and which I ultimately chose 
to represent in the mixing of simple paintings of individuals as well as frames containing and preserving them, elevating the 
status of the image and detaching it too. 
 
My immediate associations of portraiture were always grand stately portraits glowering down on the ovwerver, their audience. 
Prolifically represented in any portrait gallery, they project powerful images of menace, authority and control. On the other 
hand, many sensitive portrait artists are remarkably talented at preserving a raw persona, an authenticity in their work. Maggi 
Hambling’s drawings for example retain wonderfully the movement and presence of her subjects in the expressive tapering 
lines conveying much of the movement and energy she presumably encountered in the subject in person. Others show 
remarkable affinities at projecting their own relationships with their subjects onto their renderings of them, seen more than 
anywhere else ever in Bonnard’s glimmering, glowing, depictions of his muse, and partner Marthe whom he painted 385 times. 
Their success at radiating affection is in their capacity to allow  the viewer connect with the image and experience many of the 
emotions Bonnard himself surely felt with brush in hand, even though we cannot know his subject as he did. It was these 
notions of capturing an individual’s authentic self and translating this into an evocative images any viewer could connect with 
which spurred my explorations in portraiture.  
 
Image curation of course isn’t something which just happens in a gilded frame containing a stony faced monarch in his stately 
robes. It happens in a handshake, a posture, a rigid pose for a camera. From the beginning my work has been built on 
photography, and it is perhaps many of the photographers I explored whom perhaps I admire most. Richard Avedon for 
example captures a raw emotional intensity which I found almost overwhelming in his subjects; despite their neutral 
expressions and postures. Adrienne Salinger I felt was remarkable in what her work reveals about the relationships between 
herself and her adolescent subjects. Photographed in their bedrooms, their spaces of retreat in a changing and inconstant world 
as an individual struggles for identity, she captures a real real vulnerability and also a trust. It’s truly a test of the photographer’s 
skill at making their subjects comfortable in their presence, which I found very quickly in my work was just as important as the 
technical skill for capturing a likeness which I was able to hone through practice. It’s this trust which is necessary for what I 
truly strive for, which is to capture the person in the portrait, to inject the personality into the image. As a result, my works are 
intensely personal. I always work with people close to me, and whenever my friends lend their time, faces and presences to my 
camera, it is not a stationary, passive task. We chat, we laugh and gradually someone loses the contrived tension with which 
they entered the interaction, the tightness of shoulder, the defensively crossed arms in front of one’s torso, the deliberately fixed 
posture. This allows me to pick out the wonderful unconscious mannerisms which define that person and capture them with 
the camera. This is often a difficult process in the digital age in which we live, dominated by image. The result is the 
development of a preferred camera pose of a subject, a very unnatural and homogenous posture which is often rather cemented 
into someone’s response to being faced with a camera. Therefore losing this guardedness relies on the individuals being 
comfortable enough to show me, the photographer, their person in the first place. We construct images of ourselves which are 
there to hide what is raw and red and vulnerable underneath. Image is powerful, but its curation is hard work.  
 
My explorations haven't perhaps been the most linear. From a starting point in predominantly photography I went on to 
explore line drawings and their capacity for capturing expression in simplicity and stripping images down to their most 
important components. Prints I found aesthetically beautiful in their delicacy, the elegance of the careful line against the 
pressed white, and also the subtlety of small simple graphite drawings on a mostly blank page. They have a soft sensitivity to 
them which carried appeal and emotional impact for me and overwhelmingly I wanted my work to cause my audience to 
recognise the presences of people I know, not just their faces, or perhaps to feel a connection with individuals they don’t, 
presences preserved in time and space, of unique people with their own fascinating interior worlds.  
 
Ultimately though as one can see easily in my exhibition, I found my greatest affinity in representation with oil paints and 
colours. I took inspiration from Bonnard’s shimmeringly prismatic oil paintings, which show a real sensitivity of eye and 
intensify the subtle colours of the world in a way which I felt really intensified the emotional response in me, the audience. As I 
painted, I improved in my technical skill, but more than that I felt I truly honed my eye. The more I looked the more tonal 
variations I saw until the small variations were so overwhelming I couldn't stop seeing the greens, pinks and blues in faces in 
real life around me. I embarked on this project in order to represent and understand what I see and watch in people around me 
but in the end what I achieved was a far greater sensitivity in myself. 


